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2 THE COLLEGE VOICE, NOVEMBER u, 1911
What priorities?
For the past two and a half months, THE COLLEGE VOICE has been
operating with its financial hand tled securely behind its back. The battle
for acceptance of any new publicatlon is always tough at the start, but one
expects that by the middle of the November, the stalf should be allowed to
turn their attentions towards publishing, not politicking. This is the first
chance that this Student Government has had to control a major new
organization through its budget. Frankly, I doubt that they have the
capabilities to successfully undertake thIs project. Witness the fact that
Thanksgiving is just around the comer, and only last week dld Student
Government finally determine the meaning of the phrase "pendlng ap-
proval" as it applies to second semester fundlng for thls newsmagazine.
A short his troy of our encounters with the Finance Sub-Committee and
with Student Government as a whole will serve to clarity matters. In
September, THE COLLEGE VOICE requested $7500 from Student
Government, roughly halt of our anticapted expenses fro the year. (The
other $7500 would have come from advertising.) Not being terribly naive,
we expected to have our budget cut anywhere from $500 to $1000, due to
the Student Government budget crisis. Approximately one month later,
after cancelling an issue due to lack of funds, we learned that our request
had been cut by $2300 to $5.200,with the stipulation that we would get half
the money this semester, and the other halt upon approval for second
semester. Unfortunately, we had many one time only set up expenses to
get the paper going, and there was simply not enough money to go
around. Immedlately we protested this apparent mistake, only to find
that appeals could not be approved until the Social Board budget was
approved. Last week, Bill Davis and Connie Sokalsky finally presented
the Social Board's budget for this year. Needless to say, their budget was
approved, but only by a 14 to 12 vote. Obviously, some members were not
LETTERS
Venture
To the Editor:
The reports on Connecticut
College's Venture placements in
your October 21st VOICE need only
two comments to round out a good
coverage. First, there are jobs
available in other fields than the
two which Susan Tweedle and
Cathy Tharin explored (farm work
. and book publishing). Second, as
Mrs. Ernestine Brown pointed out
in the interview, there is no longer
an administrative re-entry
problem at Connecticut.
Students returning to campus
from College Venture jobs will
have to observe the Registrar's
new procedures on course
registration and housing sign-up.
• But the committee review with
Cl'thy Tharin encountered Is now a
thing of the pas t,
A College Venture represen-
tative will be back on campus
November 16th to interview
January leave-takers. Ap-
pointments can be made through
Ernestine Brown.
Sincerely yours,
JohnK. Kessup, Jr.
College Venture Program
Implication
To the Editor
I would think that you would be
more careful about sendlng ar-
ticles to print that are bued on a
lack of Informa tion and a tinge of
malice, especially in times like
these when the new THE
COLLEGE VOICE needs all the
help and support it can get.
I refer specifically to Ms.
Barefoot's article entitled "Social
Chairman might a$ well have been
on vacation" from a few weeks
back. I am shoekl.p by her
ignorance of Social .Board as well
as her implication that Social
Board has been ineffective around
here? Who does she think put--
Homecoming together? And the'
trips to the Yankee games? And
the National Lampoon sh0.l"'? And
who does she think does the
coordinating of the dorm weekend
parties? Although her article Is
filled to the brim with con-
tradictions and false assumptions,
I am really the most surprised to
hear her describe Bill's absence at
the scheduling committee meeting
for Palmer as a "glaring error"
and his "excuse" that he wasn't
invited. 1 wish that Ms.' Barefoot
would go to the proper source to
find our just why Mr. Davis was not
invited to this meeting. ~whlle
she's at it, perhaps she can find out
why I was not invited last year.
What strikes me as the most
outrageous aspect of the article Is
its blatant rudeness and nasty tone.
To you, Ms. Barefoot, I would like
to say that I think you have one hell
of a nerve to write such a slan-
derous piece of journalistic bilge .
There is no excuse for the negative
feelings that have arisen over your
lack of tact. However, you might
begin with an apology to Bill Davis.
Goober Gilday
Social Chairman 1976-77
'Party time'
To the Editor:
It was indeed a tragedy and a
total lapse of good taste which
allowed "Party Time: The Right
Time and The Right Place" to be
published in the October 28 issue.
This article (aside from Its com-
pletely vulgar trashy tone) was an
insult to every woman on thls
campus. It betrayed a male sexist-
pig altitude I thought had dlsap-
peared from this community. I am
deeply grieved that anyone at-
tendlng Connecllcut College could
have remained so far removed
from all decent standards of
. literary taste and have developed
not one shred of respect for
members of the opposite sex.
{/J
r:Y
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satisfied with Davis' comment that he could "make do with whatever" he
w~ given'famous comment of Ms. Sokalsky, "that students should get
their
e
;"~;'itieS straight" mea~ing that students value the quality of their
parties over the quality of their newspapers, closed the d~or on the one
remaining hope of some extra money for ~e newspapers 10 the form of
$1000 from the Social Board. Although I enjoy a good party as much as
anyone else, I do not honestly believe that the stude~ts put th~ quality of
parlles above the need for. a well fln!"'ced, high quahty student
publicallon. In my mind there IS no comparison between the two.
I believe that the basic problem is not THE COLLEGE VOICE, but that
our problems with fundlng are a product of a lack of cornmumcatton
between Student Government and the student body that they are sup-
posed to represent. It is this lack of communicallon that pr.oduces most of ,
the indecision and uncertainty of Student Government. It IS though some
members are not at all sure what the students want, and the recent wave
of recalling House Presidents has made the inac.tivity mor~ pro,:,o.unced.
Instead of trying more energetically to determme student s opimons of
Student Government actions, everyone is running scare~, wonderi!lg who
will be the next to go. It is this fear of finding out that IS stagnating the
Student Government Association.
I believe that it Is the responsibility of this newsmagazine to point out
the problems that the Student Government has, and in a constructive
manner suggest ways to improve communication between the governed
and tho~e who govern. When we appear critical, it is only that we feel a
point has to be made. Hopefully, after this present problem is solved, the
student body will have become educated and interested in the ways that
their lives are run. If we can accomplish just that, then the long hours of
work and the criticism that we have taken will have been worth it.
Community by publishing the
"Party Time" article. THE
COLLEGE VOICE wishes to
apologize to those it did offend, for
this was not our design.
Recycling
To the Editor,
Some weeks ago the Campus,
Communicator carried, a brochure:
concerning the Environmental,
Model at Connecticut College. This:
outlined some of the goals toward!
which the Environmental Como:
miltee is striving. Our paper and'
glass _recycling program is:
working well; in fact, we have
collected about 15 tons of paper,
during the past 7 weeks. Last fall:
over a longer period (10 weeks) we'
only collected 10 tons. We wish to
acknowledge the many people
behind the scenes in this operation,
namely the dedicated custodians
taking care of some forty collection
facilities on campus. This program
would not work without their
continued cooperallon. We extend
to them special thanks. Keep up the
good work! Student residence
chairmen are obviously doing their
jobs which is Important in getting
the paper collected. Mr. Robert
Dawley, Grounds Supervisor, and
his stalf are also indlspensable.
In regard to soda bottles vs cans
may we recommend that you buy
sods in returnable bottles rather
than cans since we have no
recycling program for cans. Be
sure to return your bottle to the
containers provided. The average
bottle with your cooperation can be
reused at least 16 times. Non-
returnable glass recycling is going
well. Residence chairmen who
bring the glass from collectlon ;
points in each dorm to pick-up
areas and Survival Club members
who bring it to the South lot are to
be commended for their efforts.
Phasing out the unnecessary use
of plastic contalners in the various
College facililles will continue to be
our goal. Each of us can help by not
using such items.
Another issue on which we are
working is the increased number of
cars on campus this year. There
are now nearly 1200 Cars on
campus, half of which are
student.'. There has been a loo-car
increase over last year. Campus
Security is finding it /I1ost dlftlcuit .•.
to cope with this number of
vehicles and the aesthetic quality
of the campus is being seriously
degraded. A Norwich to New
London bus service is scheduled to
start soon. This may well assist In
solving the problem. We are for-
warding our recommendations to
the Parking' Committee.
You will also be interested to
learn that the College Trustees
approved the acceptance of a
$442,000 low interest loan fron HUD
(Housing and Urban Debelopment)
in order to increase our energy
efficiency in certain College
facilities. Some day, with another
grant or gift, we hope to have in-
dividual temperature control in all
rooms but in the meantime you
must be the environmental monitor
keeping the heat as iow as poSiIble
in your rooms 'during the coming
winter season.
Sincerely,
William A Nlering for the
Environmental Model Committee
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Unless a public apology is for-
thcoming, please note that I will
not grant any further interviews to
the so-called COLLEGE VOICE.
Alice Johnson
Dean of the College
We did not intend to offend the
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By STEVEN GUTMAN and PHIL TIFFT
,I ~Th~"'~~;~~ii-~f-SePte b~-;'-~~-vo~~;~';~~~oft~~~ar~S~u~e~~.As;em~lY-deli·beratjon
over the budgets of the three media clubs is indicative ot the fact that the measuring
of the priorities of the College Community has been negligible, The original intent of
this article was to evaluate the. competence and effectiveness of the Student
Government Finance Subcommittee. But what began with a relatively cut-and-dry
analysis of the Finance Subcommittee developed into an investigation of much
broader scope.
The Student Government -Finance Subcommittee is comprised of the upper class
Presidents, two House Presidents, the Vice-President of Student Assembly, one
student organization Treasurer, one non-voting member of the -Student-Faculty
Budget Committee, and Dean Watson, Connie Sokalsky and Bill Davis as non-
voting members. The function of the Subcommittee is to scrutinize the preliminary
budgets of all clubs and organizations. Any organization with a Student Assembly-
approved Constitution is eligible for Student Government funding ..
As a result of last year's College
Council reorganization, the Sub-
committee is no longer an advisory body
of College Council. The Finance. Sub-
committee provides recommendations
to the. Student Assembly,...which for the
first time this year has the sole
responsibility of allocating the revenue
from the Student Activities Fee.
The Student Activities Fee is included'
in our tuition, The Fee this year went up
to ~35 per student, representing the
general 8 percent increase given to all
services in the. College's operating
budget. The revenue from this fee
amounts to $54,000, or $3,865 more than
last year. Apparently, however, the
$3,865of added revenue was not enough
to offset the budgetary demands of the
various organizations in the College
Community. Additionally, Dean
Margaret Watson pointed out in a taped
interview we had with her on Wed-
nesday, November 2 that the overall
budget does not increase in the same
way as the number of organizations
themselves. An example i8 that three
years ago $2,500would have sufficed for
the total $100 allocations that any
Constitutionally-f-ounded club receives.
This year according to Dean Watson,
$3,500 may not be enough.
Another problem this Fall was the
emergence of two "college" papers.
Student Assembly Vice-President Jim-
Garvey contends that this was an un-
precedented situation: "It slowed the
process (of approving budgets) down
considerably." Dean Watson, on the
other hand, felt that even when there
was only one paper there was always a
budget pinch and problem: "It (the
paper) has always been a controversial
topic." .
According to Scott Calamar,
General Manager of WeNI, to comply
with FCC regulations he asked for $8,600
to equip Studio B with a new board ,two
turntables and a cart machine.
However, the radio station got only
$7,000,and they were therefore involved
in a similar budgetary pinch. As Dean
Watson said: "As eNI has grown and
grown and grown it is now getting into
that same fold."
Dean Watson maintained that all.
budgets received the same scrutiny,
only some budgets are easier to deal
with than others. Of the 16 items (see
chart), Class and Student Assembly
allocation, Koine, matching dorm grants
and $100club expenses are more-or-less
constants. In fact, Koine and Student
Assembly used prior surplusse to.
receive less this year than last. The
Sophomore Class asked for and got a
$100 increase and the Senior Cl ss got a
-$65 increase. A major change in the
latter budget resulted when the Student
Government Finance Subcommittee
decided to include the Sjlnior Class' $1000
allocation for Senior Week in its budget.
In previous years the $1000 for Senior
Week came ut of the Special Events
Fund. . Contlnu.d
~.. w
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Last year Special Events had a budget of
SlO,OOO.This year however, the total Special
Events Fund amounts to only '3,975. This is
because $3,500of the Special Events Fund went
to Social Board for requests for parties and
concerts. This became necessary because last
year any club or dorm that wanted special
funding for a social function went to Special
Events for money. U the organization did not get
the money from Special Events they in turn went
to Social Board with the same request. This
process caused questions about the actual role of
.the Special Events Fund. By giving $3,000 of
Special Events money .that was spent on social
activity to the Social Board, Special events is
able to devote the remainder of its money to a
diverse group of activities while leaving all
requests of money for social events to Social
Board. Taking the responsibility of funding
social events away trom Special Events is wise.
However, even without the money that was given
to Social Board, and the '1,000 given to the Senior
Class, Special Events still' receives between
'1,500 and $2,000 less than last year. This
decrease means that less money can be used for
student-sponsored lectures and other valuable
non-social events.
The Sports Ciub Council represents another
drastic budgetary pinch. The council, got '3,000
last year and had a '600 surplus at the end of the
year. They have therefore beengtven the same
amount as last year even though they asked for a
$2,175 increase. There are many of us in the
College Community who participate in their
. various programs (sailing, softball, fencing,
riding, sabre spur, folk dancing, badminton and
cycling) but like the media clubs and Social
Board, the Student Assembly review of Sports
Club Council was left to the end because they
were the biggest budgets and the groups in-
volved were also asking for large increases.
According to Dean Watson: "Student Assembly,
being a little bit inexperienced in handling this
stuff felt those really big budgets were difficult
for them to swallow at first and they needed to
ask alot more questions:'
The case of the two papers deserves
elaboration. THE COLLEGE :VOICE, basing
budget on weekly issues, asked for a bottom Hne
01 $6!1OO.'fhe PunclU last year got $6,000, but
spent $9,000 apparantly due to unsatisfied ap-
petites and inexcusable patronage at "Mr. G's".
THE VOICE received only $5,200- $800 less than
what Pundit orginally received last year - and 20
percent less than their bottom-line operating
budget. The Spark on the other hand, operating
under their first constitution enabled them to
receive Student Government Association fun-
ding for the first time. They based their budget
on ten to 12 issues for the year, and we don't
understand how they justified their budget
request having only produced two issuesso far
thisyearTHECOLLEGEVOICEisprooucedweekly
and depends on '375 in advertising revenue per
issue. We feel it i. grossly unfair that the Spark
received 41percent as much as THE VOICE, but
that obviously seemed to be a priority of Student
Assembly and the Finance Subcommittee.
Despite this, on the whole, we found the
Student Assembly and the Finance Sub-
committee did the best they could considering
\
ORGAN IZAnONS
Administration of fund
Kaine
Student Government
Class of 81
Class of 80
Class of 79
Class of 78
Matching dorm grants
Clubs (35)
Pundl1 and
THE COLLEGE VOJCE
Social Board
WCNI
Theatre One
Spark
Special Events
the increased demands of the various
organizations, and that this year was the nrst
year that Student Assembly handled the rev!ews
and approvals of the Finance Subcomm1ttee
recommendations. When asked how the Sub-
committee operated and if it Included. a
generally representative group ,~o ~ec1d.e
priorities, Dean Watson responded: Beheve It
or not, despite everything, it works well because
it (the Subcommittee) does have a broad a base
01 people ...And it really is good because you have
representation from your classes, and you have
it from Student Government in two ways; the
Executive Board is represented and the Student
Assembly is represented and certainly there is
not 100 percent agreement.
However, after having having scrutinized the
actions and recommendations of the Finance
Subcommittee and Student Assembly, it became
obvious that the major problem is a 'largE
discrepancy between the amount of money that
is allocated to Social Board and related ac-
tivities, and the money allocated to all the other
organizations funded by Student Assem~:y. The
amount of money provided by the Student
Assembly to fund the vartety of activities is just
more than $20,000, or 37 percent of the total
Student Activities Fund.
This figure is derived from the allocation to
Social Board, matching dorm grants and part of
the money given to each class. When asked if she
thought that almost 40 percent was an excessive
amount of the budget to be used for social ac-
tivities, Dean Watson responded: "That seems
to be the students' priority.'.' When asked then if
she thought such a large commitment to social
activity on campus should be a priority of the
school, Dean Watson replied: "The student body
has to make that decision. They have to decide
what their priorities are and that's what happens
and it's reflected in their (Student Assembly)
budget decisions."
At the Student Assembly meeting of Nov. 2, 'at
which the Social Board budget was approved, the
priorities of the student body were again a topic
of discussion. A member of the Assembly asked
Bill Davis to state the amount of money on which
the Social Board could operate. He resoonded:
"fean operate on anything, but I think it's a
question of priorities and I think it's everybodies'
job here to decide what those priorities are going
to be." We agree with Bill that it is the job of the
Student Assembly to accurately measure the
desires and priorities of the students body. This
however, is not easily done, and it therefore
becomes the responsibility of these students that
are dissatisfied with the priorities reflected in
the budget to make their wishes known to the
Student Assembly. They can do this through
their dorm representative of directly at
Assembly by getting on the agenda. Another
obvious avenue open to the student body with-
which to express their priorities is through the
two newspapers and WCNI. The fact that the
Student Assembly vote to approve the Sl5,OOO
Social Board budget was a close 14 to 10 shows
that there is indeed some question as to the
priorities of the students.
Unfortunatley, the lack of communication
between the student body and Student Assembly
has resulted in a trend over the past few years to
increase the proportion of the Student Activities
Fund that goes to Social Board, while other
organizations on campus have suffered £\S a
result. The argument used most often to sup-
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port these disproportinate increases 'in the Social
Boar-d budget is that the service provided by the
Social Board to the College Community merits
the increase in funds. This argument is per.
fectly valid if and only, if the other campus
organizations that provide equally valuable
services to the Community receive proportional
budget increases as well. These organizations
include the two campus newspapers, WCNI,
Theatre One, Special Events and the Sports Club
Council to name a few.
The lack of communication between
the student body and Student
Assembly has resulted in a trend
over the past few years to increase
the proportion of the Student
Activities Fund that goes
to Social Board, while other
organizations on campus have
suffered as a result.
Jim Garvey and Dean Watsan
It aooears to us that the best solution involves
the resurrection of Ann Rumage's (l976-I977's
Student Assembly Vice-President) proposal of
last year to raise the Student Activity Fee to '50
per student. This proposal-had the approval of
both the Finance Subcommittee and Student
Assembly. In addition, Dean Watson "supported
this last year". When asked to elaborate, she
said: "I thought it was a reasonably fair request
as well as an accurate estimate of how we feel
money could be spent on this campus - with in-
creases for the media, and for social
programming." Unfortunately the proposal
never got beyond Fanning Hall.
We (eel the Administration made a grave
mistake in not accepting the proposal. The $50
Student Activity Fee was a logical and well-
intended proposal that afterall enjoyed broad
consensus.
If the Administration won't grant the students
this request, we support rescinding of the
Issuance of free parking decals to any
matriculated student (passed last year) for the
next budgetary year. Free parking is a service
everyone pays for while only about one-quarter
of us have cars on campus. On the other hand,
everyone could equally enjoy additional money
for the Student Activities Fund. .
. There is no doubt that '50 per student would
insure respectable funding for all campus
organizations. ·The college papers, WCNI and
Sports Club Council could all be appeased and
more Importantly, the Special Events Fund
could be substantially increased. This fund is
indespensible in supporting the diversified and
innovative intellectual aspects of the College
Community. .
An increased Student Activity Fee could also
help Social Board. They could receive more than
this year without disproportionately affecting
the other groups involved in the process of
procuring Student Government Funds. The
Social Board could get Southside Johnie rather
than settling for Eyes, and could offer more
events free of charge (a large concern of theirs).
Futhermore, more Social Board money would
allow them to bring a variety of new and dif-
fe~ent activities to the Campus.
In all respects, a $50 Student Activity Fee'
would satisfy all the priorities ot the student
body.
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New Year's will never be
the same without him
Last December 31, I was with a
group of people in Cambridge, on a
small street that runs down from
Federal Square, or I think that's
what the name of it is. I have
always regretted that a certain
friend of mine wasn't there. but
that's in the past, and there's
nothing to be done about it now.
Well, there we were, a group of
• ''''folk_round 20-25, all drinking
rather heavily, as was our habit. It
was to be the beginning of 1977 in a
few hours, and things were going to
be different in this year to come.
We were going to have a new
president, who was riding the clean
white knight's horse from the
peanut farms and plains of Georgia
to the banks of the Potomac. We
were to have a stable economy.
with improvements in employment
prospects for those on the dole:
And, most important, w.e were" to
have the .Wortd Championship of
basehall return to Fenway Park.
Yes, 1977was just around the bend.
It was about 11:40 pm , when all
of us, for that totally unknown
reason that can only be explained
by our need for a media fix,
gathered 'around the television. It
was New Year's Eve. Most of us
kne.w why we were there, in front of
that box.
There were specials on involving
some of rock's biggest names, but
we weren't there to watch any of
that junk. It wasNew Year's Eve.
We were there to watch Guy
Lombardo.
He was the catalyst that brought
about 15 drunken college students
together from different parts of the
house. We sat and we looked at the
horribly dressed and drunken
businessmen and their wives
dancing in the ballroom at the
Roosevelt, and we laughed, when
they did.
. We sang the old songs that the
Royal Canadians cranked out in
their famous style of using
saxophones to produce a faintly
warbling quality to their music.
And we counted down with Guy
and the nuts in Times Square, who
were braving a fairly cold n i,ght to
say that "I was there."
And at 12:00 and fiy,e jieconds,
friends were kissing and em-
bracing and patting other friends
on the back, wishing them a Happy
New Year, while Auld Lang Syne
came out of the tube's speaker.
We will do it all again this year,
except' we will be somewhat lost at
11:59 when we're at the television,
since our catalyst for the evening
will not be there. '
For Guy Lombardo is dead.
Guy Lombardo certainly could
not be described as a great man;
he was just a good man. There are
many great men who are not good
men, so I don'! feel that I libel him
by writing that. He can be
remembered as a man who made
people happy.
Now I certainly was not of his
best fans; his music was not my
most favorite. But it was that one
event, New Year's Eve, that made
so many 'people smile. If it had
been for that, he might have easily
been delegated to the same type of
thing that Lawrence Welk is doing
now. Just a syndicated show with
dancers and singers. Lombardo's
whole New Year's Eve gig out-
classed Welk's band by a long shot;
and I already feel that I should
apologize for comparing Lombardo
to Welk.
It was not just Auld Lang Syne,
but that whole set of music that
people described as "the sweetest
music this side of heaven." The
saxes would croon out those tunes
with real class. They were indeed,
good to hear. Not constantly, but at
least once a year was fine with me.
We'll hear them again this year,
but we won't hear the leader count
down from ten to one. (The band
will be led this year by his brother,
Vic.) We won't hear him in-
troduce each song and wave his
baton ...We won't see him wear his
funny little hat at 12:00.
I did like the picture of him in the
"Times" the day of the an-
nouncement of his passing ap-
peared. It was a picture the likes of
which must have run in a thousand
papers around the country: Guy
Lombardo in a party hat that said
"Happy New Year." It was the
fitting way to see a picture of him.
With every person I spoke to,
there was no joking at his passing.
There was no outpouring of grief.
There was just the sense that, after
knowing that Guy Lombardo
broadcast on -New Year's Eve
every year since 1929, the evening
iust won't be the same without him.
We have lost the man who once
described his own life as "one big
New Year's Eve party."
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"Smoke Shop" "Vice" "Vir a"
EVERY SUNDAY FROM 12-12
PI•• e.I.... •• ..Iy $1.00
Join Us Monday Nights with our Big TV Screen,
Monday Night Football & Happy Hour All Night
ItLUSTRATlON BY MARK FINKLE
-
95 N to Rt. 2,South into Pawcatuck
Ocean Pizza
Palace
TakeAdvantage of our
DAIl Y SPECIALS
Monday - Plain Pino 99C
Tueldoy - Meatball Grind.r S1.25
Wedneldoy - Monorello Pin a $1.25
Thursday - Eggplant Grln'der $1.25
Alia Very Often Buy
3 PIZZAS OR 3 GRINDERS
Open 'til 2
Sun- Thurs
'til 4 Fri-Sat
Get a Quart of
COKE - FREE 88 Ocean Avenue
'HATC.HOUll. 'HINOO'H S\GNS Te\.443-1111711
A SUPERLA TlVE SANDWICH!
•
GlVEHOOSON
VOUR VOTE OF_CONFIDENCE
110-20
126-10
HUDSON VITAMINS Up to 33% off
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Fairbank discusses foreign policy
INTERVIEW
The following i. a tape recorded interview with
John King Fairban", the Franci. Lee-
Higgin.on Professor of Hiatary at Harvard
Vniver.ity. Prof. Fairbank will .pea"
ThLtr.day, November 17 at 8 p.m. in Dana Hall.
Thi. CoLtdert LectLtre i. .ponaored by the
Chine.e Department.
By NATE RICH
VOICE: Wben,lt ever, will the U.S. normalhe Ita
relation. with the People'. Republic of Cblna?
FAIRBANK: Sometime in the future ...
VOICE: Do you feel that Secretary of State Cy
Vance's recent trip to Cblna strenllthened or
weakened eur relations?
FAIRBANK: It probably belped, by developing
contacts and exchanging views.
VOICE: Wbat advantalles and dlsadvantalles do
you find In tbe Carter Admlnlstradon's policies
towards the government of mainland Cblna? (As
compared to past policies.)
FAIRBANK: Well. the Carter policy is the same.
It is going ahead with normalization. but it hasn't
gotten very far yet because of other priorities.
So, I don't think that it's any question of ad-
vantage or disadvantage. I think the problem is
to get some action amid all the priorities. The
problem is in the American Congress and bet-
ween it and Mr. Carter ... they must clear the
deck so that we can take constructive steps in
other things, for instance, the Panama Treaty.
We are proceeding, but because of these other
l)rior\ti.es we have to delay at the moment. I don't
beUeve that we. can com'P\ain about this. it's just
the. way \be 'HOT\d is. "Tb.el'e.are }ust too many
things going on.
VOICE: What, It any, are the U.S.'s oblll,atfons
to the people of TaIwan? ."T··'"!IIU r;.r
FAIRBANK: I think that you should talk about
more than just obligations. We 'have an
obligation to the world to try to reduce warfare
or try to maintain food-supply--that kind of thing.
There are obligations to the people in Taiwan--
but they are not greater than the obligations to
other people as the French and British with
whom we have mutual security treaties also ••
N.A.T.O. and all that. The people In Taiwan are a
very good lot on the whole-the administrative
types. So we don't want to make any settlement
with Peking which damages them.
Our problem is to work out something by which
the two Chinese sides will accept passively. I
don't think that we can expect them to accept
each other verbally. They don't like each other
and they're continuing to be hostile to each other
because they both claim to be the One China. All
we can do in the middle is to bring something out
and put It forward as what we will do and we hope
they will adjust to it.
VOICE: Is economic trade between the U.S. and
Mainland China actually r1.1n1l and, If so, how
will this affect our relations wltb Taiwanese
businesses?
FAIRBANK: The trade is not competitive.
They're different trades. The Chinese buy plants
from us. They've bought a lot of fertilizer fac-
torie.s ff?,?, us and airplanes and some high
quality finished products. The people in Taiwan
are selling us services by assembling the parts
for transistors and things like that. So it is a
different kind of trade between the two places.
They're not incompatible.
VOICE: But, you don't think that the trade Is
going to aftect the Taiwanese businesses
anyway?
FAIRBANK: It's not necessary that if you have
more trade with one, you'll have less with the
other.
Nobody has promised to be hostile if we trade
with bolb. The Japanese trade with both.
VOICE: What attitudes do you think the Chinese
have on a tatal withdrawal of U.S. troops from
Soutb Korea? Do·they trust the North Koreana?
FAIRBANK: We are not making a total with-
drawal of troops (rom South Korea. We have our
Air Force and NavS still there and the ground
troops will not be out for another five years. So
this is all a lot of nonsense.. '
The term 'withdrawaL: was-used for political
purpose, I guess, but actually it's just a reduc-
non,
VOICE: But, even this reduction, wmlt eoncem
the Cblnese peop~e?
FAIRBANK: I don't believe so - no. I think that
they would just assume see a stability in Korea
just as we would. We Qon't want them to start
fighting.
VOICE: And wbal do you think are the main
feellnlls In Tal .. an towards President Carter's
decision to lI'adually pullout of Korea?
FAIRBANK: Well, we have already reduced our
forces in Taiwan to almost nothing. I don't
believe they're going to feel uptight if we help the
Koreans maintain themselves by their won ef-
forts. The Korean ground forces can learn to use
some of the more sophisticated weapons and
more or less take the place of the Americans.
The idea that we are indispensable is, I don't
think, entirely correct.
VOICE: Following Mao's death, the moderate
faetlon of the Cblnese CommunIst Party has
Inereaslnilly predominated over the radical., as
evidenced In Ihe imprisonment of the "Ganll of
Four". How do you think this trend will affect
Cblna I: Intemally, 2: In Ita relations with the
U.S. and 3: InIts relations wltb the U.S.S.R.?
FAIRBANK: In general the 'Gang of Four'
. seemed to have been rather extremist. They
are being portrayed to us now on the ideological
side. The moderates as we call them want
to industrialize. That doesn't mean that
they're any less communist, but, it means that
they are more practical. So, I get the impression
that by in large, the people in China are just as
glad that the 'Gang of Four' are gone because
they were constantly stirring up campaigns and
trying to change peoples' ideas. They were
looking for culprits and generally carrying on.
The prospects in China are for some stability
now,l believe, because I think that Teng Hsiao-
Pmg as Premier (he's Acting Assistant Deputy
or something) is probably the best man they
have in seniority, experience and leadership
.fl.. _
"The idea that
qualities. So, it looks as though we would have
some prospect of constructive activity there.
VOICE: Will this bave any affect In their
relations with the U.S.S.R.?
FAIRBANK: In the long run the Chinese will
have to make up with the U.S.S.R. because I
don't think that perpetual tension is very sup-
portable forever. It's a strain. They still seem to
get something out of it in the way of pulling the
country together and having a foreign enemy.
They still seem to be seriously worried about the
Soviets - they claim to be. The Soviets claim to
be worried about them. You Dever can tell in
these matters, but, it seems to me that the
probability of a struggle between them in
military terms decrease with time. .
VOICE: Do you feel that the Carter Ad-
mlnstratlon bas purposely overlooked China In
Ita campailln for International human r1l1hts?
FAIRBANK: The human rights program is like
talking about happiness. Noliody has defined the
extent of human rights. Some people talk about
the right to survive, to live or the right to eat.
This is all a big kettle of fish. There is the Civil
Liberties List of things like the legal due process
and. habeas corpus, but in some countries they
don't have that kind of a legal process, so it
doesn't fit,
Th" Chinese are quite liberal in their ac-
tivities. So, the thing is unformulated and it is
very difficult to come up with generalities about
whether the Chinese do or do not suscribe to
human rights. They will tell you that they are
tyring to do everything for the people and that is
the most important kind of right there is - a
right to eat or have a job. So, you can argue
forever. It's too big a subject, that's the trouble.
VOICE: But, do you feel that we have crltlelzed
the U.S.S.R. slllnlflcantiy more?
FAIRBANK: Well, the Russians have cases of
dissidents that are known to us. In the case of
China, we don't know of any such cases. They
don't surface. They are not in the press. We don't
know what is going on.
VOICE: How do you forsee the Peoples Republic
of China's role as a nuclear power?
FAIRIJANK: I think they go in for nuclear power
. with just enough to protect themselves. They're
not trying to build up a big arsenal - they know
better! They're letting the Americans and the
Russians knock themselves out with a lot of
useless junk. In other word, all kinds of nuclear
weapons. How in hell can we possibly use them?
The Chinese are much mere-sensible. Th8¥
have a hundred or so and that is enough to make
a nuissance. So, I don't think they'll go much
further, but they won't tell us. They'll keep it
there as a threat to protect themselves. They are
not an expansive power. They are defensive.
I "
we are
indispensable is,
I don't think,
entirely correct."
"The prospects in China are for some stabilit. y now,
because I think that Teng Hsiao-Ping as Preml" b bl her IS pro a y t e
best man they have in seniority, experience and I d h: I't'". ea ers Ip qua lies.
PHOTO COURTESY OF H-:RVARD U'NIVERSIT~ NEWS OFFICE
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January 24, one day before classes
were originally scheduled to
commence. In addition, on Mon-
day, January 23, the college will
handle people who missed pre-
registration this month. "On that
Monday, our attention will turn to
the newcomers and latecomers,"
said Dr. Rhyne.
"There is just no way for every
student to get every course he
wants in a given semester. Pre-
registration will explain our
priorities. The potential for change
now exists," Dr. Rhyne stated. "I
don't think that pre-registration
this time around will solve
enrollment problems. I think that
the College must look at the overall
problems of class enrollments and
make some adjustments in the
future,"
Walter Sive, one of ~wo stu-
dents who participated in the
planning of pre-registration,
commented, "If students approach
the pre-registration intelligently, it
can be beneficial for the whole
school. It's a good system. I think
the administration and Dr. Rhyne
should be commended for thier
efforts.
"One of the major points of pre-
registration is the time students
will now have to make up their
schedules. Students will have more
time to think over their course
choices," continued Sive. "The
more flexible the system is, the
better the education will be."
Cibes views the job as a dut)' he I. not at all
unwilling to perform. He tries to encourage a
broad program involving the humanities and the
arts. Bradford sees advising as an effort to
"achieve depth and balance" In the student's
program of study.
The issue of active participation becomes
more pronounced at the UPl"'rclassmen level.
"There's not too much excuse for complaining
about upperclassmen advising," said one junior.
He believes that as the student becomes Involved
with a major, he should be able to formulate his
own goals and realize how they can best be met.
Professors tend to agree. "It's got to be student
initiative," says Mr. Hampton, who nevertheless
places a great deal of emphasis of his role as
both freshman and major advisor. "I'm here to
help when the students need help," he explained.
One student expressed the fear that ''too much
independence can get you In over your head" if
there is not enough personal motivation.
Bradford f~els that often the student is not in-
lerested enough in discussing the desired
courseload. "Some students do pop in with a fait
accompli...we try to discourage that." Many
students would, however, like to see the faculty
express a "feeling of sincere interest, not
necessarily leading us by the hand," but willlng
to appraise and discuss the broad implications of
the liberal arts education and its effect on career
goals.
One of the primary problems, as the COLRAP
report suggests, is the disproportionate number
of major advisees assigned to certaln faculty
advisors. The imbalance reflects the voluntary
nature of the job and the fact that in most
departments the student can choose his own
advisor. Certain departments are facing the
dilem ma and attempting to rectify it.
Bradford realizes that "there are
discrepancies in advising, to and the department
faculty has been meeting to discuss the situation
with the English student advisory committee.
Bradford would ideally like to see his colleagues'
limit the number of advisees each takes on to
twenty, thus insul'lng each student the proper
attention he deserves. The Child Development
department, anticipating the rush that would
accompany pre-registration, has contacted aU of
its majors within the past two weeks so advising
could be accomplished without the pressure of
lines and deadlines. The result was "an efficient
and organized advisory process," 1n the words ot
one student .
Certainly there are advisors responsive to the
needs of students, and there are students suf-
ficiently independent to successfully pursue a
well-integrated curriculum. But if, as COLRAP
suggests, "advising is a key component of the
academic process," and if a need is recognized
on any level for change and improvement, then
this need must be fulfilled. We should therefore
strive to convince our faculty of the necessity for
a strong commitment to the advisory role, and
we should, as students, be willing to assume the
responsibility of mature thinking and evaluation
of our goals.
Advising needs commitment
There is a general meeting of the academic
freshmen advisors and the Dean of Freshmen at
the beginning of the school year, but after that
"the success or faIlure of advising depends on
faculty initiative," according to John King,
Acting Dean of Freshmen. "Freshmen definitely
need to be guided," sa),s King, and on that
assumption he places an emphasis on-the human
element that is ignored in the COLRAP report.
The Commission on Long-Range Academic
Planning suggested broadening the distribution
of advisees to involve many more faculty
members in the advisory process, eliminating
the "current indquities in pre-major advising."
King, however realizes that some professors are
simply better suited than others for the advisory
role, and in the interests of the students, com-
petency should be a factor in determining the
assigning of advisors.
Many freshmen think that any criterion in-
volving competency is being sadly neglected.
"It's not advising, it's signing a card," best sums
up the prevailing altitude. Professors in their
prospective major field suffered from a lack of
"long range planning for the general education
requirements," solely being urged to fulfill
prerequisites in that one particular field.
One freshman originally thought that her
advisor would serve as somewhat of a guidance
counselor, taking a personal interest in
discussing her expectations from college.
Another student spoke of being assigned a
French professor when contern-
plating English as a major. Regardless
of individual complaints, there is perceived to be
an overall lack of active concern on the part of
advisors. "I got most of my advising from people
on my floor, >I expressed a student.
It would be unfair, however, to imply that
every faculty advisor is uncommited to his role.
One professor believes that, because of the
importance of the advisor, the function should be
~~§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~shared equally by all the faculty. Mr. Cibes and• A. Mr. Bradford, chairmen of the Gove nmentEnglish departments respectively, both place ahigh priority on the role of the professor as ad-
visor.
By LYNN MCKELVEY
"Advising is an essential component of any
academic plan ...Advising as it is now carried out
at Connecticut College suffers from the lack of
an overall plan and unanimous faculty com-
mitment and participation." Thus slates the
Commission on Long Range Academic Planning
(COLRAP) report in its evaluation of the
posilion of advising on campus. Most elements of·
the college community seem to agree with the
assesment, yet there is a diversity of opinion
concerning the source of the problem and its
possible solution.
The office of the Dean of Freshmen initiates
the advising process for incoming freshmen.
There is no stipend connected with advising. The
Dean of Freshmen submits a list of potential
advisors to the President, who contacts the in-
dividuals by mail to request their involvement
with the program. The role contributes a
"service to the community" and is therefore
considered in promotion and tenure, but it is
purely voluntary and many professors do
exempt thernselveds from it. President Oakes
Ames, however. said, HAdvising is as important
a part of teaching as standing up in front of a
class ."
"I'm sorry. Before you preregister,
you heve to pre-preregister,
sign a waiting list and
offer a small sacrifice ta Zeus."
Preregistration
~1t
~~.I1 II
The result
of student
• •• •rmtiative
By MICHAEL SITTENFELD
After months of debate and
discussion, President Ames's of-
fice has decided to bring back pre-
registration to Conn College. April,
1971 was the last date pre-
registration was used.
Students have already signed
their names to waiting lists for
classes with limited enrollment or
sections. Signing the waiting lists,
however. does not guarantee
students admission into the desired
Courses. Priority is given to majors
over non-majors and, according to
the Registrar's Office, "within
these groups the order of rank will
be from seniors to juniors to
sophomores to freshmen," When
there are groups of students who
have an equal amount of priority
over other students, enrollment in
!
a course will be determined ran-
domly, not on a first come, first
served basis. ,
Students can find out if they were
accepted into courses with limited
enrollment or sections Monday. If
they do not get into their requested
classes, they will register for other
courses. Students will obtain in-
formation or register for new
courses with departmental
representatives. They will then go
to their advisors for consultation
and approval. The last step in pre-
registration is reporting to the
Registrar's Office for processing of
the proper forms. Students will
then have their completed
schedule for the coming semester.
Th-e advantage of this new
system of registration is that it will
provide information for book or-
ders and, as Dr. Robert Rhyne,
Registrar of the College, stated, for
"any adjustments the departments
can make in course offerings in
consultation with the Dean of the
Faculty," In other words, the
possibility of adding new sections
or new courses now exists because
of pre-registration.
According to Walter Sive, a
former member of the 1976-77
Student Government Ad-Hoc
Committee on pre-registratioIi,
"pre-registration has been the
result of student initiative. I
Robert -Rhyne
believe that the administration did
its best to include student views in
final pre-registration plan." Sive
explained that pre-registration
originated in an official proposal
by the Student Government Ad-Hoc
Committee on pre-registration of
February, 1977.
In a recent talk in the Registrar's
office, Dr. Rhyne remarked that
preparations for pre-registration
required, "an extraordinary
amount of work. I don't know what
the outcome will be. We are trying
to cover as many students in the
eligibility pool as we can."
Dr. Rhyne explained that
January registration is canceled.
Classes will begin on Tuesday,
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By WALTER SIVE
SPORTS
FiEld hockey
shooting for
the top
Las t Sunday, Bully Ashlorth and
Terry Hazard represented Conn
College in the Northeast Field
Hockey Tournament. Bully and
Terry were chosen along with
Claire Quan when the lield hockey'
team entered the New England
Field Hockey tournament held two
weeks ago in Amherst, Mass. This
marked the first time Connecticut
had entered the tournament.
Participating, were 27 01 the best
teams throughout New England.
Connecticut beat Logan St., tied
Skidmore and lost to Middlebury in
the tournament. Yet according to
Bulfy, this record does not mirror
the exceptional play of the Camels
throughout the tournament. "The
team improved unbelievably
throughout the three games. Many
coaches and players from other.
teams were amazed by Con-
necticut's play." Although Bulfy,
Terry and Claire were picked for
their exceptional play, "the whole
team did very weU."
Durhig- iKe Tournament other
teams asked to play Conn next
year. According to Bully this was
because, "they saw how weH we
improved while we were at
Amherst. Going to the tournament
also boosted the spirit of the team.
It gave the players something to
look forward to next year. Next
year the team should do really
well. There is a fantastic amount 01
talent and only three seniors are
leaving."
Buffy, Terry and Claire
Yet Bulfy cautioned that in order
for the team to improve, "the
coaching must be more consistent.
The players have to be taught the
basics better and they also have to
be pushed harder." The team's-
record this year was four, three
and four. Bulfy believes it could
have been a lot better, but, "the
coaching was just awful." The
success of this year's team can be
attributed to a lot of individuals
who put out a lot of effort. Paula
Marks and Debbie Tomlinson
played a really tough delense. The
rest of the team showed a lot of
determination. witnessed by their
play in the Hoiy Cross, Barrington
and Mount Holyoke games. In the
Holy Cross game the Camels tied
the game with a goal in the final
minute. Even more impressive
was how they beat Barrington with
thrity seconds ieft on ohe 'clock.
Hopefully next year the team will
improve on this year's record.
Bulfy believes the team needs
more support. "It seems the men's
teams have more prestige. Field
H'ockey isn't important to anybody
on this campus but the players."
The team will need more devotion
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from its players, it it is improve
next year.
"This year we had trouble with
people coming to practice. Some
girls were there to win and others
were there just to have fun," said
Buffy _This could be due to the lack
of support and the lack of coaching
for the team. While it is doubtful
Miss Concklin will ever get the boot
in view of the fact that she has
tenure, it looks like the team has a
new infusion of spirit and can look
forward to a very successful
season next year.
Flag football recap
Physical drama
capable of
•erazmess
By TOMMY DEEDY and PETER
KERTH .
The Connecticut College Football
League has scheduled its semi-
final playoffs for this weekend on
the Pablo Fitzmaurice Memorial
Field. On Saturday, November 12,
at I pm, Larrabee meets the Quad_
in the Crunch Bowl. On the
following day at the same time
Harkness faces Burdick. The
survivors of these clashes will play·
in the Super Bowl on Saturday,
November 19.
Commissioner T".K. and the
rest of the melancholy CCFL
veterans lament the loss of Merves
field as a sentimental site for their
last hurrahs. Yet undaunted, the
boys trek south in quest of the pure
ideals of athletic endeavor,
described by George Santayana as
"physical drama capable of great
aesthetic development. H
As the 1977 season draws to a
close, the inimitable efforts of the
players must be applauded, for
they carryon through the mud, the
rain and the. trenches of Fitz-
maurice Park. The best games this
year have featured hard, clean
hitting.
The most exciting contest ended
with Burdick defeating Ham.KB,
15-14,in the dark as Ricky Shrier's
touchdown on an extra point at-
tempt catapulted the Burdick boys
into playoff contention. This battle
mirrored the classic 1975Morrison-
Burdick struggle in the dark.
The most dramatic contest of the
year featured Harkness splashing
to a hard-fought fI-O victory over
Larrabee in-a monsoon one Sunday
afternoon. The tension of a
-championship atmosphere filled
the rainy day. After a scoreless
first half, Harkness's Don Capelin
(rapped Larrabee quarterback
Tommy Kadzis for a safety, and
later in the third quarter Beaver
Morrin hauled in a TD pass for the
game's solitary touchdown.
Peter Kerth, Chris Colbert, the
Beav and Paul Sabatino played
outstanding football in this im-
portant game. The courageous
effort by both teams may previe~
the Super Bowl, for it was a c.lasslc
defensive battle of the highest
caliber.
Another exciting contest ended
with the Bee prevailing over an
inspired Wright team, 14-7. Player-
coach Jim Glick and defensive end
Sam Gibson led a defense which
consistently thwarted the vola-
tile Larrabee offense.
In the Halloween Fowl, the Quad
battled undefeated Harkness in an
even first half until cen ter
Davenport Scott's key block
sprung Paul Sanford for a 50 yard
kickoff return which ignited the
sluggish Harkness oflense. The
result was a 49-14 victory for the
battered Harsh-ness boys but the
final score fails to reflect the in-
tense level of competition in the
game. The Quad Bruisers have
headed north to modify their lame
offense for their playoff clash with
injury-riddled Larrabee.
The regular season was not
without its highlights as the
refereeing of ex-roomates' Buck-
wheat and Yahoo, Big Daddy, Port
and the ubiquitous T.K. yielded
many moments of" zany comic
action.
The play of the year goes to
Beaver Morrin whose aggressive
defensive play left speedster Shrier
shortless before the delighted
.Burdick supporters. Heads-up play
of the season goes unanimously to
Tim Dempsey whose nose valiantly
blocked a crucial Glen White punt
in the Ham-KB vs. Quad game.
For many the season culminated
in religious epiphany, most notably
for Mark Fiskio who has endured
the transition from Captain Ahab
into the smiling Buddha. Finally,
there are rumors that an alumni
team will challenge the 1977CCFL
All-Star team after the Super Bowl.
Commissioner T.K". commented,
.".An alumni game can only
stimulate the College Community.
If the Adm inistration permits the
game, their decision will represent
a healthy, encouraging future for
theCCFL."
The playoffs offer the fans an
opportunity to witness the spirit
and competition of quality football.
This atmosphere evaded much of
the regular season due to one-sided
romps by the league powers and a
marked decline in fan interest. The
maxim that the playoffs are a self-
contained season is trite but true.
Harkness is the first team in five
years to finish the regular season
unbeaten and untied, but Larrabee
should get another shot at the
-Southern champs. The Northern.
champs from the Bee would ap-
preciate a dry field for the
championship game. But before
this donnybrook, both division
champions must defeat their
respective playoff foes.
Harkness presents a well-
rounded offense and a very stub-
born defense while both Burdick
and Ham-KB offer a less consistent
CCFL1977 FINALSTANDINGS
NORTH W·l·J
Larrab_ 7-1·0
Ham-KB "'3·1
Wright 206·0
Morrison 1-7·0
SOUtH W·L·T
Harkn.ss '-0-0
Quod 5-2-1
Burdick "-3-0
JAofr .. man 2-5-0
Windham 0-'-0
------
Fitzmaurice Park is locoted betw .. n
Fr_man and Cummings
PLAYOFF SCHEDULE:
Saturday. November 12 ot 1 pm:
LARRABEEVI. QUAD
Sunday. November 13 ot 1 pm;
HARKNESSvs. BURDICK••HAM_KB
Saturday. November 19 at 1 pm;
SUPERBOWt
The play of the year goes
to Beaver Morrin
whose aggresive
defensive play left
speedste r Sh rie r
shortless before the
delighted Burdick
supporters.
attack. Larrabee hopes to regain
its early-season polish to finesse a
dertemined, aggressive Quad
defense led by Bushnell, Moore and
Hadley-West. We look for a
Harkness vs. Larrabee Super
Bowl.
Come out and watch the playoffs,
-for it may be your last chance to
see football at Conn College.
Debate still rages over the
longevity of the CCFL and the
possibility of serious injury to ani
player seems to tip' the scales' in
favor of dispersing the league. Yet
the athletes who play fiag football
play with dignity, for they play
with their hearts and the meaning
therein emerges on the field.
It is a natural, irreplaceable
osmosis. Memories of the great
players and of the great teams, like
Morrison In 1975, inspire a vital
respect for the sport. Each of the
dedicated players who have felt
truth in the flag football experience
in' its seven years will lament its
impending demise.
PHOJOS BY GEOfFREY DAY
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COVER STORY
David Robb and t
VIKI FITZGERALD
When we think of religion, do we
think of it as just going to services
on Saturday or Sunday, or does it
have a deeper significance? What'
role does religion play in our lives
as college students? Even though
there has usually been a Protestant
chaplain in residence, anp at-
tendance at chapel services was
required until 1965, religion at
Connecticut College has always
been considered more of a personal
concern than a public activity.
Connecticut College is a secular
institution, which is unusual,
because it is one of the few private
colleges in the United States that
was not founded by a religious
denomination. Conn College was
founded by a group of citizens in
response to the fact that Wesleyan
University, which was
coeducational in the nineteenth
century, after 1900 decided not to
accept women.
Therefore, there is no particular
religious tradition in the history of
Connecticut College. One of the
firs! benefactors of the College was
Mary Harkness, who in addition to
giving other gifts, left money
specifically to build a chapel. Over
the door is a motto stating that the
chapel was given in witness to Miss
Harkness' belief that religion was
importantto college students.
Up until the mid 60's almost all
private colleges, including Conn.
.' required "attendance at Sunday
worship services. During the 60's,
it was decided that students could
not be forced to be religious, and
the practice was discontinued. In
1967 Barry Shephard became the
College's first chaplain, originated
the Chapel Board-a student
organization, and attempted to
increase the scope of Chapel ac-
tivities to include non-religious
topics. Before his arrival, chapel
activities were run by the chair-
man of the Religion Department.
There has always been the
assumption that Conn was a.
Protestant institution, but there
are as many Jewish and Catholic
students, and the College felt that
to force them into a particular
mode of religious expression was
immoral.
Reverend David Robb, Chaplain
and Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies, said, "When it
comes to trying to build a religious
community on campus, that
history isn't a whole lot to build
on," He believes that as a result of
Conn's unusual religious history,
there is no general consensus on
the campus as to what religion is, if
, it is important, or whether it adds
to life.
00 you now hayt' a religion? Ve.:
110 (50 po",.nl): NO' 109 (SO
percent)
If so, what? Judal.m: 5ji (19 percent)
Catholocism: 37 (19 percent)
Episcopalian: 36 (1' percent)
Prote.tant: U (7 percent)
Congregational: 7 (2 fMrcent)
Quaker: 5 (2 percent)
Own-Other: 40 (21 percent)
00 you a"end religlou •• ervlce.:
Never:-l02 (29 percent)
Rarely: 173 (4' percent)
Monthly: 36 (10 percent)
W.ekly: 40 (11 percent)
00 you con.lder your .. lf rellglou.?
Ves: 164 (52 fMrcent)
No: 150 ( 4' percent)
Robb aiso stated that students in
college are beginning to make the
distinction between themselves
and their families, are re-
evaluating the traditions in which
they were raised, and sometimes
decide to "take time out" from
those traditions. Many students
regard religion as something they
left home to get away from.
"Sometimes it takes ignoring it for
a while before you see that it has
some relevance," he said. "There
is also a lot Of peer group pressure
these days, and students in secular
lnstttutions seem to have the at-
titude that religion is for 'squares,'
and are too embarrassed to show
up for public worship services."
In trying to build a type of
religious community on campus,
Robb is faced with these disin-
terested attitudes. "I know the
ambiguities people feel about these
traditions, and at the same time, I
feel that religion can be important
in shaping one's identity. If you
don't have some kind of religion to
help shape that identity, Y9u tend
to get your clues from the popular
culture. The popular culture tends
to reinforce a very self-centered
attitude, that the only thing that
matters is 'how you get yours,"
Religion at the very least draws us'
out of ourselves and into some
larger perspectives and concerns
about what our lives mean in terms
of what they are to be used for,"
Religion, Robb explains, should
not be something you remember on
Sunday morning and then leave in
the back of your mind for the rest
of the week. He thinks that the
understanding of what is
religions is too narrow. He ex-
plained that religious concerns on
this campus should not be un-
derstood only in the nurturing of a
tradi tional religious identity, but
also in raising issues of mora)
depth and issues of consciousness.
..Religion ought to be that kind nf
energizing force that keeps
pressing students, faculty, and
other members 01the college to ask
apel
"Many people think that
what I am advocating is
not really religion, but I
don't make that arbitary
decision, I try to act my
faith out and en"courage
the students I work with
to do the same."
these larger questions and become
involved in these larger concerns,"
he continued. In this way, he
believes, students will not become
isolated from the concerns of the
outside world, losing touch with the
fact that "we are all responsible
for the Eves that we make, and we
are responsible for the kinds of
moral decisions we make."
The Chapel does provide public
worship services, non-
denominational services every
Sunday, a Roman Catholic 'Mass
led by Father Loverde on Sunday
evenings, and Saturday evenings
Shabatt services, sponsored by a
branch of the Hillel foundation.
In conjunction with Chapel
Board, Robb has tried to challenge
the students to think about "what
the issues are on this campus that
are not being addressed and should
be addressed, and what we Can do
about them," This is why Chapel
Board has become involved with
sponsoring activities that are not,
on the surface, religious in the
traditional sense ..
Valerie Rumsfeld, Co-
Chairperson of the Chapel Board
with Doug Haynes, said that the
main aim of the Chapel Board is to
urge students lito share and
com municate thoughts and
feelings about controversial issues,
things that people don't normally
bother to alk about," As evidence
of the Board's concern with student
involvement, it has sponsored the
"Perspectives on America" lec-
ture series, with such distinguished
speakers as Daniel Berrigan, who
was also a theologian-in-residence
last year, and Daniel Ellsberg. The
Board has also sponsored the
Faculty Forum, a series of in-
formal conversations between
faculty members of difficult
disciplines on various con-
troversial topics. For example, last
year they sponsored a forum on
men's and women's liberation with
Michael Burlingame, of the
History and Demans Wehr of the
Religious department.
These lectures and discussions
are given in the hope that they
might spark some interest and
foree people to ask the question,
"what do I really believe about this
issue, and is there something I can
do about it?" Robb believes that
any issue that requires acting on a
matter of conscience always
requires a certain amount of
courage, because we are never
sure if what we are doing is right
and we don't know what the con-
sequences will be. While he sees
evidence of physical courage in
terms of sports, he sees few
students taking a stand on moral
issues.
Coffeehouses are another ac-
tivity sponsored by Chapel Board
and run by Dawn Wheatley. They
provide entertainment in the form
of poetry readings, singers,.
musicians, scenes from upcoming
plays, and comedians, as an
alternative to the everpresent beer
parties, The coffeehouses have also
become an outlet fcjrstudent talent.
The Board has sponsored two
weekend student retreats,
developed on the theme of
"Caring," led Jointly by Robb and
Prof. Lester Reiss of the Depart-
ment of Philosophy. Reverend
Robb also heads informal weekly
explorations of Biblical literature,
which he thinks ar", a good way to
help develop communal spirit.
The Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCP) is a non-
denominational organization run
by students under Greg Benoit for
the purpose of giving Christians on
campus an opportunity to get
together and witness each other.
The IVCF is one chapter of the
national organization, and has
been at Conn for the past three
years. It is under the supervision of
a Staff Coordinator hired by the
national IVCF, who is the coor-
dinator for all the Southern Con-
necticut schools. They meet "every
Thursday at8:30p.m. in the Chapel
Choir room, and offer visits from
local'speakers, occasional In-"
formal communion services, and
small group Bible studies. Each of
the 45 members has a "prayer
partner," someone whom they can
share concerns and prayers.
, Since his arrival in 1973, Robb
has seen a change for the better in
the type and amount of in-
volvement in religion and issues of
moral concern on campus. In 1973,
he said, partially due to Watergate,
the students became cynical: they
lost fai th in the government and'
anything but their own concerns.
They did not attempt to effect
change, and were only concerned
with their Careers. Today he sees
students more interested in
making a contribution to society,
and sees a "recovery of a
wiliingness to explore issues that'
require moral courage."
"Many people think that what I
am advocating is not really
religion," Robb said, "but I don't
make that arbitrary decision. I try
to act my faith out and encourage
the students I work with to do the
same." He quoted a line from a
Bob Dylan song: "He who is not
busy being born is busy dying."
Robb said that apathy, or the
"refusal to suffer," is a form of
dying. Religion, in his view, is
living by offering to look outside
oneself, accepting the possibility
that one may have to suffer in
order to make' a change, and
standing with others and suffering
to make that change.
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BON"RESTAURANTI Live EntertainmentFeaturing Join us during ourHappy Hour
95¢
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students'
checks
witha
Conn. 10.
Bernie Santore
Fri., Sat. Evenll,'gs
ROMEO'S unique pizza and fr •• munch I••
served at your tab!e by a wa:tress
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Fri., Sat. Nites 11-1
327 Huntington St, .. t, New London. Conn,
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PIZZA AND BEER ON TAP
Buy 4 Pizzas, get one free or one large soda.
Beer in frosted mugs
206 Montauk Ave.
New London, Ct. 0632
O,.n: Min .• Thur •.• 'Til 2:00
Fri.• lat.• 'Til 3:30
lunday •• 'Til 1:30
Phone: 442·6969
lID Pureh.se e.n be delivered!
GETTING OFF
among the Klansmen consists
mostly of simply socializing with
them ... picking guitar and chatting
with them on their porches in the
afternoon. One of Campbell's
colleagues explains that Will is
accepted by Southern white 'racists
because he believes in "just
ministering to people in the con-
dition in which they are, instead of
straining all the time to change
them."
Chaplain David Robb says of
Campbell, "During his activity,
with the civil rights movement, he
became aware that poor whites
also suffered injustices ...He began
to ask why did these people need to
flee to violence, and has committed
his life to this cause. Without
leaving his concern for black civil
rights, he became just as
passionate an advoate for the
"rednecks." ...He is just as much
at home with the Imperial Wizard
of the KuKlux Klan as he is with
Andrew Young. He has been able to
extend connections to both com-
munities."
A native of Mississippi's Amite
County, Campbell himself has seen
and experienced the plight of the
inprovershed rural Southerners,
He sees the redneck as a misin-
Ior m ed "special victim" of
society. Campbell says of his
compassion for the racist, <II would
not grieve - for him as much
if I were not from his loins."
Campb el l is, however, fully
aware of the difficulites inherenfin
his ministry. When confronted with
the question of whether or not he
can save the souls of .raclsts, he
simply replies, "At the least. I can
al ways count on them asking me to
play my guitar." -
C(LlfJpb~.U-,-,..,. )YttQ. -.nI:U.:;"C1<:J~~n".
described by Newsweek as "Next
to Billy Graham. the South's most
talked-about ...preacher," is author
of Brother to a Dragonfly, a
biography of his brother and a
chronicle of his realization of the
problems of the South.
Billy Joel
Unchanged
by stardom
By PETER WYMAN
For many years Billy Joel'
catered to a small group of en-
thusiastic fans, achieving only a
modicum of success for his AM
radio hit, "Piano Man." His recent
nationwide tour, that included a
stop at Connecticut College,
however, thrust Billy Joel into the
ranks of stardom. Fortunately, this
instant fame has not adversely
affected his style, a common
occurrence. For Billy Joel's newly
released album. "The Stranger"
(Columbia JC 34987), is a con-
summate success, displaying a
degree of sophistication unequaled
in his previous work. The
maturation of his style is healthy
and constructive, adding much to
his already acknowledged talents.
In "The Stranger", Joel chooses
to downplay his keyboard expertise
in many of the numbers, unlike his
earlier albums. This allows for a
finer balance between his own
talents and the fine in-
strumentalists of his band,
featuring Doug Stegmeyer on bass,
Liberty DeVitto on drums, Richard
Cannata on tenor and soprano
saxophones. and Steve Khan on
electric and acoustic guitars.
(ontinued
Will Campbell
Controversial
preacher tobe
-in residence
By LINDA FOSS
Will Campbell, a controversial
Southern Baptist preacher and
veteran ,human rights campaigner
will spend the week of Nov. 13
at Connecticut College as
__theologian in residence.
During his week of residence
Campbell will deliver an address
on "Jesus and Caesar: Southern
Religion and Southern Politics" as
part of the Chapel Board's Per-
spectives on America series. He
will lead a presentation this Sun-
day entitled "The Life and Times
of Will Campbell't-sa story-telling,
guitar-picking, guided tour of life
in the South.
An ordained Southern Baptist
minister with a divinity degree
from Yale. Campbell gave up the
pulpit- to become involved in
"guerilla ministry." He has
preached to impoverished blacks
and whites throughout the back-
woods of the South and the urban
ghettoes of the North from the back
of his pickup truck. According to a
1972 Life magazine article on
Campbell, his ministry is "per-
sonalized (and) individualized."
He is one of the leaders of the
Committee of Southern Chur-
chrnerr; an association of itinerant
preachers.
Campbell was a major figure in.
the early stages of the civil rights
movement in the South. In 1954 he
was appointed Chaplain at the
University of Mississippi where he
became involved in the univer-.
sity's desegregation movement. He
was also present at the creation of .
Martin Luther King's Southern
Christian Leadership Conference,
the organization which led the
nonviolent civil rights campaigns
during the 1960's. It was during his
involvement that he met civil
rights advocates Ralph Abernathy
and Andrew Young. In 1957
Campbell escorted the first black
children into the desegregated
schools of Little Rock, Arkansas.
In his campaign' for human
rights, Campbell has focused his
ministry on Southern racists, and
especially on the Klu Klux Klan.
According to Campbell, "The
racist is perhaps the greatest
challenge we face today ... " Llle
reported that his discipleship
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veil of humour, it is not far-flung,
but is the way things really are. It
just has much more say about
human nature and how it operates
in the corrupt society we have
created. Network is a very subtle
film, using humour as a vehicle to
get across its message. And irony
can be one of the most convincing
and frightening things a film can
have.
Network essentially follows
three separate but related plots.
First it follows an ex-newsman,
played ably by the late Peter
Finch, who, when his news show is
taken from him, goes crazy on the
air. But because, the amount of the
viewers goes up when he does so,
the "Network" (a fictitious fourth
network) gives him a show which
subsequently becomes the most
watched show In America. This
exhibits the amount of power
television has over millions of
Americans, and how they will
listen to and follow the advice of an
obvious lunatic, screaming
whatever words and doing
whatever he tells them to: "We're
mad as hell and we're not going to
take it anymore,"
The second plot basically follows
the executives of the network and
the corrupt way they operate. They
could be interpreted as, with very
little stretching of the actual plot
substance, the corrupt and
depraved U.S. Government. When
Finch's show's ratings drop, they
decide to murder him over the air.
Remember what the U.S. govern-
ment did In Guatemala when they
feared they might lose control over
the fruit company?
At one point in the film where
Dustin Hoffman is tied to a chair
and being tortured, I turned to my
friend and asked him if the film
had a point. My friend is a good
critic and having seen the film
before, I thought he could give me
a respectable opinion. Right at that
point the torture being displayed on
the screen became almost 10 much.
Not that I couldn't sit stili and see It
if I forced myself ...
At that point my friend answered
the question. He said that the
movie had· no point. Having ex-
perienced many pointless things In
my iile, and feeling sick of the
graphic violence, I got up and
turned to leave.
c:ontinued
MaroJhon Man
Lots of violence
without a point
By JOHN HESSION
I had a particularly terrifying
experience here on campus last
Friday night. I bad decided
to can a night of studying and
spend the evening with some
campus entertainment. First I
went to see a funny pl1ly called
FeUler's People. It was good, New
York. humor, mostly about the
games people play with the op-
posite sex and I guess ultimately,
themselves.
I had already made plans to see
the movie Marathon Man with
some friends. A close friend told
me that the movie was a paranoid
fantasy. Since I occasionally
indulge in fantasies of that nature,
I decided to go. I met a friend after
the play and sat down to see the
movie.
The film started innocently
enough. A man, going to the bank
getting something out of a safe
deposit box, leaving the bank and
gelling in his car, having a slight
disagreement with another driver.
The disagreement got a little out of
hand and resulted in both drivers
being burnt to death In a flaming
wreck, one burning while still
alive. I guess things like that
happen in real life, the audience
seemed to be suitably shocked. I
think that the audience was mostly
campus people and locals. Maybe
that is irrelevent.
Anyway, the movie's plot
, thickened and there was an in-she s only happy when creasing amount of violence.
• __ ........ ;;;0 ~ &0& n......;o.~:..._Dustin Hoftman, who 1 suppose
ratings are good. was the star of the film, became
increasingly involved with some
kind of battle between a govern-
ment agency and a bunch of ex-:
Nazi's. The violence In the film
became more intense and explicit.
The first side highlights "Scenes
From An Italian Restaurant,"
which features the distinctive tenor
saxophone of Richard Cannata and
some of the finest piano flourishes
that Billy Joel displays In the
album. This song, probably the
best on the album, Is unique in that
it combines two separate com-
positions, blended deftly to achieve
maximum effect. Also notable on
the first side Is "Just the Way You
Are." This moving ballad features
the melodious saxophone of Phil
Woods, who plays exclusively on
the song, complimented by Bill
Joel's felicitous vocals.
The second side begins with
"Vienna," which integrates the
soothing accordlan of Dominic
Cortese, also featured in "Scenes
From a Restaurant," with Billy
Joel's lyrical voice urgently,
moving, yet, at the same time,
aesthically pleasing. This in-
teresting combination contributes
an added dimension to this varied
side. Abruptly, the tone changes,
with "Only the Good Die Young."
Here, Billy Joel displays a
characteristic philosophy, im-
parting the harsh realities of life:
"You Catholic girls start much too
late- ... They built you a temple and
locked-you away-But they never
told you the price that you pay."
'ThEn,nsence'of a coherent theme
in all of the songs Is undoubtedly a
contributing factor to the album's
success. "Everybody Has p.
Dream' is the culminating track,
appropriately anthemic, featuring
a group of background vocalists,
notably Phoebe Snow.
"The Stranger's" success lies in
both its varied nature and cohesive
framework. To this listener, it is
also interesting and pleasing to
examine the growth of Billy Joel as
a musician and a performer.
Hopefully, he will continue to
broaden his musical horizons while
maintaining the distinctive flair
that makes Billy Joel a unique
entertainer;
I remember feeling very
strange, terrified at
what was going on,
What I saw then was horrible;
The faces of the audience were
palely lit by the reflection from the
screen. And the faces were blank.
There were open eyes, dlalated
pupils, and expressionless mouths.
No look of terror, or disgust, or any
feeling response. Jut blank, lifeless
faces. I'm not sure what was going
on in the minds of the people I was
facing as I walked out. Someone
grumbled as I stepped on his toes
while trying to get to the aisle. As I
walked up the aisle, few people
looked my way. The faces were
trans fixed by the display of torture
I had turned my back on.
I remember feeling very
strange, terrified at what was
going on. And I wondered why the
people who stayed stayed? What
was It that they wanted to see? I
still wonder, but I don't wonder
how the film ended. I hope tor those
people that stayed for the rest of
the film, that it did have a point. A
point that could Justify their sitting
blankly, unfeelingly, watching
what seemed to me to be terrible
abuse.
Faye Dunaway portrays
the "T. V. incarnate,"
FRIDAY 11 NOVEMBER
HARTFORD: The Aversge White Band at the Hartford Civic Center. call 56lHlOOOfor
information.
WRIGHT IRiSH COFFEEHOUSE: Live entertainmeot upstairs, taped music and
dancing downstairs, 9~1. "Mixed refreshments."
WESLEYAN; For those who missed Wednesday's performance, the National Lampoon
. Show,"That's Not Funny That's Sick!"will be presented at 9:00pm. McConaughyHall,
Wesleyan University.
FRIDAYFEATURE FLICKS: WillshowNETWORKat8:oopm. Palme!:..Auditorium.
SATURDAY12NOVEMBER
TRINITY: The Rosiland Newman Dancers at 8:15pm. AustinArts Center. Admission:
$4.50 Hartford. Cl. .
NORWALK:"The Nutcracker Suite" ballet byTschaikowsky. Ballet Etudes Repertory
Company. 2:30 pm. Call 847-9655.
J ,A. JAZZ LOFT: presents <tuintessence, a jazz concert with mixed refreshments,
opens at 8:30pm., Sets at 9and 10:30.In the CroDance Studio, Admission$2.
SUNDAY13NOVEMBER
LONG WHARF THEATRE: "Hobson's Choice" by Harold Brighouse. A romantic
Victorian comedy. Call 787-4282.7:30 pm.
HARTFORD: TheGreater Hartford Jazz Festival with Ella Fitzgerald, CountBasle and
his Orchestra, Oscar Peterson, and Joe Pass, Call 566-6000 for information, Hartford
Civic Center.
CONNECTICUTCOLLEGEFILM SOCIETY: "Wuthering Heights". The 1939classic .
with Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier. 8:00pm, Dana.
MONDAY14 NOVEMBER ~
PSYCHOLOGYPROSEMINARSERIES: "Research on Sexism" by Professor Philip
Goldbreg. 4:00 pm. Bill Rm. 307.
VILLAGE2: "Star Wars" in its fourth record month! OldMystic Village, Call 536-4227
for information and times.
TUESDAY 15NOVEMBER
WOMEN'SVOLLEYBALLat Brown. 7 pm.
UAGROTONCINEMA2: "011God!" with George Burns. call 445-4432for information
and times.
:'The last miracle I did was the 1969Mets. Before that I think youhave to go back to the
Red Sea. That was a beauty!"
WEST HARTFORD "How Executives Manage" with William Sheenan, senior vice
president ofABCNews,NewYork City.Admission is free. At the UniverSityof Hartford.
Call 232·5974 for information. 7 pm.
WEDNESDAY 16 NOVEMBER
FOLKDANCING: inCroMain Lounge. 6:30pm.
CONNECTICUTCOLLEGEFILM SOCIETY:WillshowWITNESSFORTHE
PROSECUTION. 8:00 pm. Oliva Hall.
THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER '"
THEATER STUDIES: Presents "The Birthday Party" at8: 00pm. 'Student Tickets
$2.00. Palmer Auditorium. Also Nov. 16, 181 19.
NEWHAYEN:Queen in concert. 8pm. Call772--4330.NewHaven Coliseum.
NetJrork tonight
Subtle satire: The third follows the affair
between Faye Dunaway and the
adulterous William Holden.
Dunaway, one of the executives, is,
as Holden says when the movie
nears its climax, "T.V. incarnate"
She is devoid of human emotion
and all she cares about is
television. She's only happy when
ratings are good. And,
paradoxically representing
something which America depends
on she is unable to sustain a
m~aningful human relationship.
With these main characters,
stunningly portrayed, a line
director in Sidney Lumet, and an
outstanding script by Paddy
Chayevski, the movie gets its point
across very ably: that the power
television holds over America is
necessarily anti·imaginative, and
therefore mindless aod destruc-
tive. But it does not stop at thus
slagging television, but goes on to
satirize the country as a whole.
Network is a powerful film, and
makes you think once you bave
seen it. And if you haven't, you
should.
shocking film
By JAMES T. WILLIAMSON
One of 1976's finest lllms, and
undoubtedly one of the most
scatting and frightening satires in
the history of' movie making,
Network, directed by Sidney
Lumet and starring among others,
the late Peter Finch, William
Holden, Faye Dunaway and Robert
Duval, is an unquestionable suc-
cess and an anchlevement un-
paralleled by any similar film. The
film is being shown tonight in
Palmer Auditorium at 8 p.m,
What starts off as a highly
amusing, but essentially com-
monplace satire, ironically ends up
frightening the viewer in a way
that such rubbish as Rosemary's
Baby and The Exorcist never
could, simply because, under a thin
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THE OF
II
(Or;was yeast really responsible for the fallof the Roman Empire?)
As your Dean of Beer. it is my scholarly
opinion that just knowing the one word for
beer is not enough. You must also know the
reasons why. Because only then willI.
Siglinda Sretnfulter; be satisfied that you have
graduated from Remedial Beer Drinking.
QUESTIONS:
Q: 1. The best water for beer comes from:
a) Big Duck Mountain.
b) Underground from Tijuana.
c) A small store in Macon, Ga.
d) None of the above
A: (d) No matter what you hear about
"naturally pure" waters, virtually all
brewers filter and further purify their
water. But Schlitz doesn't stop there. They
filter their water and then filter it again.
So when they're through, it's purer than
the purest springwater.
Q: 2. Klages and Firlbeck III are:
a) Composers of famous beer drinking
songs like "I Left My Shoes in Heidelberg:'
b) Owners of the world's largest unknown
brewery.
c) Serving time in Sonoma, Calif" for .
impersonating Arnold the Wonder Seal.
d) More expensive barleys.
A: (d) Schlitz blends Klages and Firlbeck III
barleys with the standard variety most
brewers use because they believe it gives
their beer superior flavor.
Siglinda Steinfiiller
Dean of lleer
r
t'1'I'j'7_Jl'" -.<"lll]rZHklw!' ..(,t-() \1lI\ ..AIIKU wr-,
F&F DISTRIBUTORS
New London, Connecticut
Q: 3. Hops are notorious for:
a) Their lack of intelligence.
b) Always getting to work late.
c) Losing their keys.
d) Being difficult to keep fresh,
A: (d) The freshest hops make the best beer.
That's why Schlitz vacuum-packs and
refrigerates their hops. So they're as fresh
at brewing time as they are at harvest time.
Q: 4. The best adjunct to beer is:
a) Rice.
b) Corn.
e) Either rice or corn.
d) What's an adjunct?
A: (c) Every American brewer uses rice or
corn to lighten the flavor of their beer.
This is called an adjunct. But Schlitz
knows how to use either grain inter-
changeably. So they're never at the mercy
of an unfavorable crop. And neither is the
taste of their beer.
Q: 5. The biggest misconception about yeast
is:
a) Carrying some in your pocket is good
luck.
b) It is good for. hernias.
c) It was responsible for the fall of the
Roman Empire.
d) To ferment beer, all you have to do is
drop it in the vat.
A: (d) To make beer taste right consistently,
Schlitz believes the yeast has to be evenly
distributed during fermentation. That's
why Schlitz gently stirs in their yeast. It's
part of their Balanced Fermentation
process. And they're the only American
brewer who does it.
Q: 6. Chill-Lagering is:
a) A popular German country and western
singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played
without clothes.
c) A new ethnic 'IV comedy about the
owner of an ice cube factory.
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) When Schlitz ages beer, they age it
cold-very cold-down to 29.5 degrees. --"",,---
It's called Chill-Lagering. And it's what
makes Schlitz crisp, clean and bright.
Q: 7. A mini-brewery is:
a) Hidden in a basement somewhere in
Greektown.
b) The result of trying to make Broken
Toe, Idaho, the beer capital of the world.
c) The right way to pretest beer
ingredients.
d) Both (a) and (e)
A: (c) Schlitz has a mini-brewery where they
test-brew the quality of the ingredients
that go into Schlitz- before they go into
Schlitz.
SPECIAL BONUS QUESTION:
~Q: True or false, the one word for beer is
Duffelbrau.
IA: False. There is no beer called Duffelbrau.
Just as there is no beer like Schlitz. If you
answered this question true. perhaps you
should look into turkey ranching.
THERE'S JUSTOHE WORD
FOR BEER.
(I
ANDYOU KNOW It
